
Original Trilogy Definitive Editions 

You may or may not know that George Lucas made some very interesting changes to the original trilogy 

of Star Wars movies.  These “enhanced” editions were first released in theaters in 1997, and then on 

VHS.  Later, an even “specialer” edition was released to DVD in 2004.  Apparently, they weren’t good 

enough, because in 2012, the Blu-ray releases of the movie contained even more changes. 

The idea of the special editions was, in theory, this:  George Lucas is going to make the films future-

proof and keep the special effects and video quality up to date. 

That sounds great, right?  It does! 

Unfortunately, the special editions made pointless changes (switching out pointless lines of dialogue for 

other pointless lines of dialogue), annoying changes (dinosaurs walking in front of the main characters in 

Mos Eisley), bad changes (CGI Jabba looks horrible.  And Han steps on his tail). 

The worst change of all, contrary to popular belief, was not Greedo shooting first.  It was this*: 

 

The changes made in the special editions in were the wrong ones.  So, here I put forward the small 

changes that should have been made. 

Entire Trilogy 

Boost sound quality, improve picture quality up to 4K, fix effects errors like matte lines around TIE 

fighters, etc.  Stuff that makes for a more pleasant viewing experience but doesn’t change anything. 

Episode IV- A New Hope 

Lightsabers-  The quality of the lightsaber blade effects in the first Star Wars movie are a big step down 

from the other films.  The sabers also look sort of whiteish compared to the rest of the movies. 

Tractor Beam- Originally, the language by the tractor beam controls were in English.  This was originally 

okay, but becomes odd when you see a different language called “aurebesh”  used in the rest of the 

trilogy.  So, this is a quick and easy change as well, one that was actually done in the real special 

editions. 
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Give Chewie a medal!- At the end of Star Wars, Chewbacca receives no medal at the awards ceremony.  

There are explanations for this (rebels were racist against Wookiees, Wookiees don’t like medals, 

Princess Leia was too short to put a medal on him, etc.) but why should you have to rely on non-canon 

explanations to understand why something happens in a movie?  It wouldn’t be hard at all to just slip a 

CGI medal on Chewbacca in the last shot of the movie. 

 

Episode V- The Empire Strikes Back 

R2D2 in color- Come to think of it, this applies to the whole trilogy.  But whatever, I’ll include it here.  

Whenever R2-D2 is on the x-wing fighter, his blue panels are turned to black.  This is because of the way 

blue-screen technology worked in the 80s.  This gave close-up shots of artoo in space the odd 

appearance of being black-and-white shots.  In this digital age, restoring the color on R2-D2 wouldn’t be 

a challenge. 

Bespin- In the special editions, we are given some additional shots of cloud city.  I like these shots.  They 

make Cloud City look like an even nicer place to live. 

 

Episode VI- Return of the Jedi 

Return of the Jedi is probably the only OT film that actually has story flaws that could be helped by a 

special edition.  Unfortunately, George’s special editions did nothing but add a bunch of CGI fluff to the 

movie and insert a horrible force ghost, making what some call the weakest film of the trilogy even 

weaker.  The changes I propose try to make it a stronger film. 

Pace- The pacing of this movie seems odd every time I watch it.  Maybe a few seconds need to be cut 

out here and there?  I don’t know.  I’m still not sure about this one. 

Jabba’s palace- The scenes at Jabba’s palace are kind of clunky.  Why do we need a musical number?  

Why do we have an extremely scantily clad green lady in a kid’s movie?  Do we really need to 

foreshadow the Rancor? I would cut about five minutes out of the Jabba’s palace scenes (not all in one 

moment; in different spots) so we can get to the good part:  the Sarlaac pit rescue!   



Rancor Scene- This was thankfully done in the DVD release of the movie:  a digitally cleaned up version 

of the luke vs. rancor fight that made everything look much better. 

Ewoks- Actually I like the Ewoks in the movie and the idea of primitive guys beating an evil empire is 

cool.  The scenes where Luke and his friends get captured by the Ewoks are pretty funny.  But when they 

start to fight the Empire is when things start to fall apart.  The Emperor says that these stormtroopers 

are “his best troops”.  If that’s true, then his army really stinks. 

So, a couple changes are in line that should fix everything:  have the Emperor simply say, “It was I who 

allowed the alliance to know the location of the shield generator. It is quite safe from your pitiful little 

band. An entire legion of my best troops awaits them.” 

Then in the battle, you don’t need to cut any of the Ewok gags out, just add in some stuff that shows the 

Ewoks fighting a little more viciously. In addition, have more than one good guy die, making the battle 

more believable.   

 

 

 

 

 

*This change was probably made to “connect the PT to the OT”.  But what it does is ruin one of the most 

emotional scenes in the movie.  Let’s face it- Anakin looks pretty creepy right here.  This is also a HUGE 

slap in the face to the fans who honestly really didn’t like the way Anakin’s character was portrayed in 

the PT.  Also, why is Anakin young?  Maybe Vader wasn’t redeemed after all in Jedi!  Obviously, the spirit 

of Anakin Skywalker died in Revenge of the Sith, and has been a force ghost for a while now, living 

independent from his evil body!  There’s probably some dumb Lucas apologist answer to these 

questions, but I don’t want to hear it.  You shouldn’t have to read “George Lucas explains the parts of 

Star Wars that don’t make sense and should have been explained in the movie” to understand an 

important part of the movie like this. 

 


